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Human Capital (HC) is increasingly thought as a key driver of social and economic success at 

both individual and country level. Yet it is overly mismeasured. The lack of reliable measures of 

such a theoretical construct jeopardizes estimates of its impact: measurement error of a variable 

per se leads to biased estimates of the impact of that variable (an attenuation bias) and lack of 

reliable measures of the different features of HC (different abilities and different education 

typologies) impedes the identification of the relevant channels of its impact. The lack of reliable 

measures of HC further limits our ability to identify the most appropriate ways and policies  to 

foster HC accumulation and development. 

These pitfalls are clearly evident in the most widely used proxy of HC, educational attainment 

and per capita years of schooling implicit in the educational attainment of different individuals 

and (on average) countries. Albeit focusing upon such variables is under many respects better 

than stressing education enrolments or measures of the incidence of training activities – 

measures focused more on the input side than on the output side of the HC accumulation 

processes – educational attainment misses many relevant features. Firstly it misses the presence 

of other drivers and sources of HC accumulation. While quite simple as a measure, it is not prune 

of measurement error problems: recollecting educational attainment of older individuals and 

comparing them to those of younger cohorts may be rather problematic also because of the 

profound changes many countries experienced in their educational systems. In any case, such an 

aggregate measure misses the differences across different typologies of schools and, within each 

of them, across schools of different quality. Most importantly, such a measure does not allow to 

assess the effectiveness (and the cost effectiveness) of different schools and of different 

educational policies (at the individual school level as well as at the country level). Furthermore, 

educational attainment as such does not provide an identification of the different skills domains 

so as to assess their empirical relevance. 

That’s why we need better measures of HC. The need is for direct assessment of HC so that one 

can assess the actual content of different educational attainments and qualifications, in terms of 

the variety and level of skills on average embedded into people having a given educational 

attainment.  Only a direct assessment may allow to identify the skills features relevant for social 
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and economic success as well as to what extent a given education system successfully fosters the 

relevant skills. 

PIAAC is an international endeavour attempting to provide for a measure of the skills possessed 

by the working age population in most OECD countries. It builds upon previous attempts (IALS 

and ALL) and the countries participating into them should be able to measure their own trends. 

As it looks at the working age population the focus is upon competencies closer to the labour 

market than to the schools; the skills actually used on the job are part of its content. The 

inclusion of some background information about the work and educational history of the 

individual and its labour market status and income should allow to correlate the skills possessed 

to both their sources and their outcomes in the economy and the society. As for the skills 

investigated, besides the literacy and numeracy (and the skills used on the job) sections, specific 

sections will be devoted to both problem solving in an IT environment  – an ability increasingly 

relevant and pertaining to individuals well endowed - and the features of the linguistic 

difficulties faced by low literacy individuals. Furthermore, the use of computer delivery 

methods, besides the more traditional pen-and-pencil format, should enrich the informational 

content of the survey itself as far as aspects like the survey duration, the strategies actually used 

by individuals when facing the tests and so on.  

 


